
 

Town of Shelter Island Green Options Advisory 
Committee 

Minutes of the April 25, 2019 Meeting 

 

 

Members Present: Chair Tim Purtell, Sara Gordon, Penny 

Kerr + Town liaison Albert Dickson, John Kerr, Brian 

Sherman   

Absent: Don D’Amato, Herb Stelljes  

 
Recycling: 

—There was a discussion about a planned field trip to a North 

Fork recycling company. 

—Brian talked about market changes and how only #1, #2, 

and #5 plastic containers currently have value; recycling has 

become a problem for US and world since China stopped 

taking our recycled material. Brian talked about the Shelter 

Island Recycling Center (SIRC) separating #2 plastic. He 

would like to get a bailer for #1 plastic (#2 bailer already on 

site).  Sara asked if grants were available for a bailer. Brian 

said DEC offers 50% reimbursement. Sara also asked if food 

waste has become an issue. Brian said not yet. Sara suggested 

Sylvester Manor could collaborate with the SIRC on food 

waste. Brian is looking for ways to educate the public. We all 

agreed that the Green Committee could collaborate on an 

education effort. Brian said the best way to recycle is to bring 

material to the SIRC and make sure it’s clean. For example: 

Brian mentioned that unclean pet cans are rejected.   

—There was a discussion about reusing items versus 

discarding them. 

 
Solar: 



—Sara updated Brian on her solar efforts; meeting with Ryan 

Galeria from sPower, a solar company that’s purchasing land 

around Riverhead for solar arrays.  Brian talked about past 

efforts to put solar at the landfill; mentioned the issue of 

filling the landfill area. 

—Sara gave a report on a renewable energy symposium she 

attended; mentioned the top 3 initiatives from the chair of the 

Public Service Commission:  1-Mandate building efficiency 

standards. 2-Pursue Community Choice Aggregation. 3-

Pursue green initiatives at Town level with incentives + 

pursue and push home energy audits.  

—Sara talked about how Sylvester Manor would like to have 

battery storage capability; Penny mentioned that Stony Brook 

is looking into non-Lithium batteries. Penny and Albert 

discussed the issues of wind at the Recycling Center. 

 
Book Club: 

—John mentioned that his 20-person Better World Book Club 

reading “Climate Justice.” 

 
 

 
 
 


